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•Primitive brain – keeps us alive 
and triggers the fight, flight or freeze 
response.

•Emotional brain – programmed by 
our assumptions used for emotion 
and motivation.

•Thinking brain – creativity, logical 
processing, critical thinking



Lots of information

(11 million bits of 
data per second)

Unconsciously

categorize





Status Quo Bias Creates a Default

● When women comprise 17% of the room,
people viewed the room to be 50/50 men
and women.

● When women spoke 30%, they were viewed 
as dominating the conversation.

● Blonde women make 7% more salary.

● Having a white sounding name increases 
your odds for a job call back by 50%

● 58% of Fortune 500 CEOs are 6ft tall





What’s next for aviation safety?

2000s

Safety 
Management  
System
Measuring and monitoring
culture. Must create a ‘just’
reporting culture.

2021

Human Factors Expansion

● Cognitive Bias
● Psychological Safety
● Inclusive Leadership
● Emotional Intelligence

1970s

Crew Resource  
Management

How to gather information and
communicate in an emergency
or high stress situation.

1980s

Aeronautical Decision 
Making
Focused on pilots’ hazardous 
attitudes and ability to analyze 
risks and hazards

Trust is fundamental 
to a functioning SMS. 
It’s time for a deep 
dive into human 
factors training as the 
next step of aviation 
safety.



Training includes human and organisational factors including 
just culture and non-technical skills with the intent of reducing 
human error.

Time for cognitive bias 
training and an 

expansion of human 
factors training



Confirmation Bias

Negativity Bias Anchoring Bias

In-Group Bias



Psychological  
Safety

Cognitive  
Bias

Emotional 
Intelligence

Inclusive 
Leadership

Self 
Awareness

Empathy





Inclusionary Safety Culture

● Increased world-view “lenses” improves hazard 
identification/SRM

● Improved buy-in/participation drives tighter 
surveillance/assurance processes

● Active Promotion of Diverse Input to Bolster Reporting Culture
● Psychological Safety Critical to Generative Safety Culture

Pluralism Promotes Performance



Only 2% of them are Captains.

Reference 1: 46.8% and 5%
Reference 2: 2%

Hey,aviation industry.
Where are the women?

Woman comprise 46.8% of 
the total US labor force.
But, just 5.6% in the pilot  
workforce.

Here’s what 5% looks like



Bias & Discrimination
Why we can’t recruit or retain women in aviation

In-group Bias
Noun

prejudice in favor of or
against one thing,
person, or group
compared with another,
usually in a way
considered to be unfair.

.

● In a 2019 study, 24% of career female pilots said that  
bias and discrimination was the #1 reason that the 
industry can’t recruit more woman.

● A second study showedthat a “perceived negative  
culture” was the second biggest deterrent for young 
girlsconsidering a career in aviation (behind cost).

● 27% of career female pilots surveyed said that ending  
bias and discrimination wasthe most important factor 
to retaining women in the industry (behind schedule
predictability). Study reference here.
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